Understanding how the biology of the brain gives rise to the computations that drive behavior requires high fidelity, large scale, and subcellular measurements of neural activity. 2-photon microscopy is the primary tool that satisfies these requirements, particularly for measurements during behavior. However, this technique requires rigid head-fixation, constraining the behavioral repertoire of experimental subjects. Increasingly, complex task paradigms are being used to investigate the neural substrates of complex behaviors, including navigation of complex environments, resolving uncertainty between multiple outcomes, integrating unreliable information over time, and/or building internal models of the world. In rodents, planning and decision making processes are often expressed via head and body motion. This produces a significant limitation for head-fixed two-photon imaging. We therefore developed a system that overcomes a major problem of headfixation: the lack of rotational vestibular input. The system measures rotational strain exerted by mice on the head restraint, which consequently drives a motor, rotating the constraint system and dissipating the strain. This permits mice to rotate their heads in the azimuthal plane with negligible inertia and friction. This stable rotating head-fixation system allows mice to explore physical or virtual 2-D environments. To demonstrate the performance of our system, we conducted 2-photon GCaMP6f imaging in somas and dendrites of pyramidal neurons in mouse retrosplenial cortex. We show that the subcellular resolution of the system's 2-photon imaging is comparable to that of conventional head-fixed experiments. Additionally, this system allows the attachment of heavy instrumentation to the animal, making it possible to extend the approach to largescale electrophysiology experiments in the future. Our method enables the use of state-of-the-art imaging techniques while animals perform more complex and naturalistic behaviors than currently possible, with broad potential applications in systems neuroscience.
Introduction
Many behaviors associated with cognition in rodents are expressed through head and body motion 1 . For instance, foraging [2] [3] [4] , olfactory navigation 5, 6 , and predator avoidance 7, 8 behaviors are all intrinsically spatial. In addition, head and body motions can correspond to internal deliberation between choices [9] [10] [11] [12] . Neuroscience is increasingly exploiting these behaviors to explore the neural mechanisms of cognition by developing tasks based on navigation 13, 14 , deliberation between uncertain outcomes 15, 16 , integration of information over time 17 , or learning of complex predictive models of their environment 18 . These behaviors have been replicated in head-fixed experiments in simplified form (Fig.1) . However, head-fixation restricts body motion and posture changes, and removes vestibular cues from azimuthal head rotations, which are intrinsically linked to navigation and to many decision making behaviors. The need for head-fixation therefore limits applications of 2-photon microscopy for the study complex cognitive processes.
The predominant approach to circumventing the shortcomings of head-fixed behaviors is to place head-fixed rodents in a virtual reality (VR) environment 19, 20 . Animals are placed on a running wheel 21 , disc 22, 23 , a floating omnidirectional ball treadmill 24 , or a flat arena on an air cushion 25, 26 , and allowed to locomote. Despite the groundbreaking progress of these systems, current VR behaviors lack vestibular inputs, raising questions about whether rodents accept the VR environment as real or whether they merely learn to interact with it 20 . Most saliently, VR systems that do not provide vestibular input suffer from decreased place cell engagement 27 , and decreased selectivity of space-coding neurons 28 . Static head-fixed recordings have only been able to replicate 1-D behavior of grid cells as 'slices' through 2-D space 21, 29, 30 . Cognitive behaviors are similarly limited by head-fixation: the current state of the art are sensory stimulus detection [31] [32] [33] , 2-alternative forced-choice or binary discrimination 17, [34] [35] [36] , and evidence accumulation [37] [38] [39] tasks that often lack the complex decision making and rulelearning observed in free behavior 18, [40] [41] [42] [43] . In decision making tasks this deficit points to the importance of motor output during deliberation between choices, especially in rodents 10, 12, 20 . In tactile decision making, this deficit could be caused by the fact that head motion is deeply linked to active tactile sensing trough a number of neural mechanisms 44 which are disrupted by head-fixation. Current VR and head-fixed tasks are therefore limited in their ability to replicate natural neural spatial coding or to support higher-level cognitive tasks.
Figure 1 | Comparison between free behaviors, virtual reality, and rotating headpost constraint A:
Examples of complex decision making tasks in free behavior that are currently restricted in head-fixed VR tasks. i) Complex 2-D navigation with free rotations of the animal, ii) cognitively challenging decision making tasks, and iii) tasks that involve active sensorimotor processes such as vibrissa-based decision making can currently only be replicated in head-fixed and VR environments in simplified form (bottom). B: Schematic of conventional head-fixed VR systems that allow 2d-navigation. Mice are head-fixed and the floor they locomote on, either a floating flat arena 25, 26 or a spherical treadmill 45 rotates under them. C: Schematic of head rotation systems. Mice are held in a bearing system that allows horizontal head rotation with low friction and inertia. Animals can therefore rotate their head at their own volition, and can walk on a floating arena or treadmill, which are restricted to translate, without rotation around the vertical axis. These systems fix the animal's head in the azimuthal plane, but maintain all other degrees of freedom. A static 2-photon microscope, or other recording systems, remains fixed over a brain area of interest.
Vestibular input can be introduced in head-fixed experiments by rotations of the head 46 or the entire animal 47, 48 , but in most current methods, the rotations are not driven by the animal's own voluntary motor actions and do not contribute to a sense of agency of the animals; on the contrary, they lead to mismatched signals between the animals' motor plans, visual, and vestibular input 20 that can distort the tuning of neurons [49] [50] [51] . Natural 2-D grid cell behavior has been observed in VR experiments when rats 45 and mice 52 were allowed to rotate under their own volition, suggesting that presence of vestibular input is the key component separating hippocampal and entorhinal function in current head-fixed approaches from free behavior. However, no system with animal-driven head rotations and demonstrated compatibility with 2-photon imaging or attachment of additional instrumentation to the animal currently exists.
A separate approach to address the limitation of head-fixed behaviors is to improve the head-mounted physiological recording systems compatible with free behavior. Progress is being made in miniaturizing recording devices for optical 53, 54 , extracellular [55] [56] [57] or intracellular [58] [59] [60] [61] recordings to make them compatible with free behavior. However, the need to miniaturize the devices leads to compromises in data throughput or quality. Head-mounted 1-photon imaging methods impose limits on imaging: no resolution of subcellular compartments, deep tissue access only through implant GRIN lenses, and limited unambiguous separation of individual neurons 54 . Similarly, attempts at miniaturizing 2-photon microscopes 62, 63 have not yet resulted in broadly usable practical solutions. The majority of methods, especially those capable of recording from large populations of neurons, or subcellular activity, require head-fixation. Canonical examples of this are conventional [64] [65] [66] and meso-scale 67 2-photon Ca2 + imaging 64 of genetically encoded fluorescent indicators 68 , cell-targeted optogenetic interventions [69] [70] [71] , and large-scale extracellular recordings of neural populations 72 , or whole-cell recordings of single [73] [74] [75] or multiple neurons [76] [77] [78] [79] .
We have developed a motorized rotating constraint approach that allows mice to freely rotate their heads in the azimuthal plane and locomote in 2-D virtual space of their own volition. The use of a motorized, actively driven rotation system compensates for the weight of the mechanically stable head-fixation system as well as additional recording equipment, and negates the friction of high-stability bearings and slip-rings for signal pass-through. The system recapitulates rotational vestibular input with no residual visual/motor/vestibular mismatch despite head-fixation.
We show that the approach permits the use of high-resolution subcellular 2-photon imaging. Additionally, it allows full use of all recording and intervention methods typically employed in head-fixed animals, as the motor effectively removes the weight of any mouse-attached recording equipment. This system not only facilitates head-fixed studies of navigation, but could also restore a similar sense of agency and spatial decision making to head-fixed animals to recapitulate the complex decision making observed in free behaviors. Our approach can be implemented relatively inexpensively and can be integrated into existing commercial 2-photon microscopes. This new system therefore expands the capabilities of 2-photon imaging to study a wider variety of complex, high-level behaviors.
Results
The central innovation of our method is the development of an actively force-compensated bearing that allows animals to rotate their heads and bodies freely around one axis, without experiencing significant inertia or friction. This axial constraint system is then combined with a separate system that allows the animal to locomote. Here we use a 2-D air maze 25, 26 that is rotationally constrained (can translate in x and y, but not rotate -see Fig.9 for details). Through the combination of the 1 degree-of-freedom headpost and the 2 degrees-of-freedom air maze, animals are now free to translate and rotate their heads and bodies, completely removing the visual/motor/vestibular mismatch of current VR systems 20 . The 2-D translational freedom of the air maze and the rotational freedom of the headpost combine to allow free motion -for instance, a head rotation to the left will result in a headpost rotation to the left plus a lateral body translation to the right. Alternatively, the system can be used with a floating-ball treadmill that is equipped with wheels preventing rotation of the ball in the azimuthal plane 45 . The axis of the rotation system is placed over a brain area of interest, which will then remain in the focal spot of an optical imaging system regardless of the animal's rotation. Similarly, electrophysiological recording equipment or stimulusdelivery systems that are mounted to the rotating frame will remain static with respect to the animal's head.
The basic function of the system is encapsulated by a simple feedback loop (Fig. 2B) . First, a set of strain gages measures the torque applied by the animal to the headpost. Then a controller applies a proportional, but significantly higher torque to the headpost holder via a motor, rotating the headpost as intended by the animal. This applied torque consequently counteracts the apparent torque on the strain gages, and with that, the torque felt by the animal. With a sufficiently high gain, the applied torque overcomes the friction of the bearing, belt drive, and the inertia of the rotating frame. The result is that the headpost holder feels light and virtually frictionless to the animal. Overview of the system integration with a 2-photon microscope. The bridge frame can tilt upward on the air table after the microscope objective is removed, to allow insertion and removal of animals from below. B: Basic schematic of the control system. The torque applied by the animal is measured and directly used as an error term by applying a corresponding torque to the motor rotating the headpost frame. C: Top-down view of the bridge-frame of the system. D: Details of the rotating headpost frame subsystem showing the head post holder that attaches to the rotating frame via a pair of strain gages. The system is made up of a rotating headpost system, a static motor and controller, a translating maze, and an air table.
Rotational head-fixation maintains basic head-direction encoding. We first verified that a rotating headpost is accepted by mice, and that head-direction coding is maintained in this setting. Intact 2-D grid cells have been observed in head-fixed VR experiments when rats 45 and most recently in mice 52 were allowed to rotate under their own volition using a low-friction bearing that restricts head motion to a similar degree as our system. To verify head-direction encoding, we implanted a mouse with a conventional tetrode drive 56 , targeting postsubiculum, where cells encode combined spatial and head-direction direction 80 . We first let mice explore a circular arena with visual cues glued to the walls for ~15 min while recording spike trains and measuring the mouse's position with a camera. The mouse's head direction was coarsely extrapolated from the video data by using motion direction as a proxy. The same mouse was then transferred to the rotating head-fixed system, and a second recording session of 15 min was carried out (Fig.3B,C) . The floating arena for this experiment was similar to that used for free behavior, with comparable visual cues but shorter walls. Spike-sorting was then performed on both sessions together, resulting in a population of identified single units across both settings. We observed re-mapping 81 of the spatial firing component of the cells, but a good agreement of most head-direction cells between the free and head-fixed settings (Fig.3D) , showing that the head-fixation system does not disrupt the animal's perception of their head direction. 56 . B: A mouse was recorded during free behavior in a stationary arena while position and head-direction were quantified with conventional videography. The same mouse was then transferred to the head-fixed system and ran for an additional 15 minutes in an arena of the same size and with similar visual landmarks. C: After 1 day of prior acclimatization, the mouse explores the arenas both in the freely-moving setting and in the head-fixed system. D: Place fields, and head-direction tuning for 6 postsubiculum neurons that show combined spatial and head-direction encoding 80 . The neurons show some spatial remapping when the mouse is disconnected from the free-behavior recording system and mounted to the head-fixed system, but a majority of the head-direction tunings are maintained across free behavior and our rotating head-fixation system. Knowledge of the static scan pattern of the 2-photon microscope and of the animal rotation (known with high precision from the motor encoder) are used to calculate the scan pattern generated by the interaction of the two. The x/y translation for each pixel is then computed from the inferred scan pattern, and a corrected image is generated by interpolating the deformed source image. In moving animals where an additional, unknown x/y motion is present, an additional non-affine registration step 82, 83 is performed in concert with this method. Plots show validation of the correction method on simulated data. C: Schematic of 2-photon imaging of populations of RSC neurons during rotation. D: Example 2-photon imaging frames from two time points (top vs. bottom) with different head orientations. Left: Schematic of mouse locomotion and rotation in the floating arena. Middle: Raw frames; RSC pyramidal cells in L5 are visible on either side of the central sinus. The raw frames are rotated and deformed by ongoing rotations (indicated by white arrows and image midline). Right: The rotation correction method produces de-rotated images.
Rotational head-fixation allows 2-photon imaging of cell bodies and d endrites during locomotion and head-rotation behavior. We then verified the suitability of our method for 2-photon imaging during behavior. We performed 2-photon population imaging of retrosplenial cortex 84 (RSC) during free foraging. Two mice were implanted with chronic imaging windows over RSC 85, 86 as well as custom headposts, and GCaMP6f 68 was expressed in RSC neurons using stereotactic injections of AAV.
2-photon imaging in this system poses unique technical issues compared to conventional head-fixed experiments that need to be addressed in order to obtain high-quality data.
Figure 5 | GCaMP6f imaging of cell bodies in cortical layer 5 using the rotating constrain system. A: Schematic of the experiment -naive mice were implanted with a chronic imaging window over dorsal midline cortex. We expressed GCaMP6f via AAV injections. Mice were left to explore a circular arena in the rotational headpost restraint during 2-photon imaging of L5 in retrosplenial cortex. Rotated and deformed images were corrected offline prior to analysis (see Methods). B: Left, Example field of view from RSC at a depth of ~550μm below pia (average of 1000 motion corrected frames, see methods for a description of the correction method) showing L5 cell bodies. Right, per-pixel covariance image (covariance of each pixel and its 3x3 pixel environment) and ROI overlays for example cells. C: Example ΔF/F traces of cells in A (black), and headorientation of mouse (orange). See supplementary video for the raw and stabilized videos for this example. No neuropil correction or F0 correction other than the correction for rotation was applied to the traces.
First, when using a scanning 2-photon microscope on a rotating sample, the rotation causes image deformations because different lines of the image are scanned at different times, and at different angles (Fig.4A) . We have developed a computational approach for correcting these deformations (See Methods). Second, any deviation of the laser alignment and beam quality from a perfectly axially-centered gaussian beam will cause some unevenness in the image brightness, which poses no issues in static imaging, but causes angle-dependent changes in brightness for ROIs in our method. This artefact can be resolved with a method very similar to the typical baseline fluorescence correction applied to almost all 2-photon calcium imaging experiments 87 (See methods section, Fig.10 ). Finally, the rapid animal motion and rotation afforded by our system cause motion of the brain itself, similar to other settings in which mice are allowed to locomote, requiring a wellcalibrated non-rigid image registration method that can remove the residual image deformation. We used the NoRMCorre method 83, 88 for all example data shown here. We verified the suitability of our approach for 2-photon imaging by performing two types of GCaMP imaging experiments that are currently unobtainable with head-mounted microscopes: imaging of dendrite branches and imaging of layer 5 pyramidal somas.
Dendrite segments were imaged at ~100μm (Fig. 6 ) and ~50μm (see supplementary movies) below the pia. In both cases, no excessive z motion larger than what we observe in fully head-fixed preparations when mice run on a treadmill was evident, and dendrite segments could be imaged at all head angles. The variation in signal brightness caused by uneven illumination was about an order of magnitude smaller than peak ΔF/F signals and could reliably be corrected by using a simple angle-dependent F0 (See Methods). We found that appropriate correction algorithms produced imaging quality and stability in the rotational setup comparable to existing head-fixed preparations. Our approach is therefore in principle compatible with any current or future optical methods, including meso-scale imaging 89 (with modifications of the headpost holder to accommodate larger objectives), deep brain imaging with implanted endoscopes 90, 91 or prisms 92, 93 , or single-cell targeted optogenetic manipulations [69] [70] [71] .
For brain regions that are further from the midline than RSC, such as somatosensory or auditory cortex, the location of the axis of rotation will not coincide with the midline of the animal. Forward motion of the animals will therefore incur a small torque on their heads. In our experiments such offsets did not appear to have a behavioral effect, but if needed this offset can be compensated by the strain gage amplifier system by re-weighting the measurements of the two strain gages, thereby moving the center-point at which the torque is measured lateral to the rotation axis, to coincide with the animal's body axis.
The rotating head-fixation results in small residual torques between the animal and the headpost, and in stable imaging condition despite fast rotations. While motions in the x-y direction can be corrected computationally 82, 83 , motion in the z-direction can lead to changes in the brightness of ROIs, or in extreme cases even move entire cells or cell segments in or out of the imaging plane 94, 95 . Z-motion can be caused by two related but separate factors: motion of the headpost itself, due to insufficient stiffness of the heapost holder, or motion of the tissue relative to the headpost and skull due to changes in blood pressure, or strain of the neck and jaw muscles 94 . In extreme cases, such as licking, z-motions of the neural tissue within the skull of up to 15μm have been observed 95 . In order to quantify whether our system is stable under fast rotations, whether it provides enough stiffness to resist z-motion of the headpost, and how it affects motion of the tissue relative to the headpost, we compared recordings of (Fig.7A) . Allowing rotations significantly reduced the torque applied by the animals around the vertical axis on the headpost (Fig.7B) Fig.7E ). This result is expected because the rotation system is set up to actively cancel out this torque. In order to quantify the impact of the system on z-motion, we observed the relationship between the torque, and the baseline calcium signal, after removing all activity-driven transients (by analyzing the lowest 10 th percentile) on 16 ROIs across the two conditions. If there is z-motion, then torque on the headpost should translate to changes in this baseline fluorescence, as ROIs move in or out of the z-plane. We found that over the range of observed torques (which is smaller for the rotating headpost), the range of baseline fluorescence was [0. 76 Fig.7F ). Our torque measurement is not set up to quantify forces other than azimuthal rotational torque, but stability in the z-direction of the headpost itself is not dependent on whether it rotates or not. Our result therefore indicates that the rotating headpost condition can achieve the same, or better stability under animal motion than a static headpost. 
Discussion
We developed a relatively simple force-compensated rotating headpost constraint that can be used to achieve volitional head-rotation in behaving mice 45, 52 , allowing stable subcellular 2-photon Ca2 + imaging (Fig.5,6 ). We verified that this approach maintains head-direction coding (Fig.3) , consistent with recent findings of conserved head direction coding and grid cells in VR systems that allow azimuthal head rotation 45, 52 .
Additional data processing steps. Throughout all of our verification experiments, no neuropil correction, time-dependent smoothing or drift compensation via F0 was used in order to highlight the image stability of our system. Specifically, we did not apply neuropil correction, a method that subtracts a baseline 'neuropil' fluorescence signal extracted from a region around each ROI from its ΔF/F0 signal. While useful for correcting for Ca2 + signals from surrounding cells, which are picked up due to the width of the point spread function of the microscope (especially in the z-direction), this method could mask rotation-induced z-motion or image deformations. Further improvements of the signal stability in our system can likely be achieved by applying such methods, given that the brain region studied here, retrosplenial cortex, seems to be characterized by synchronous bouts of widespread activation during locomotion (Fig.5,6 ), leading to potentially large contaminant neuropil signal.
Extensions to whole-cell and large-scale electrophysiological recordings. Many of the same limitations that limit headfixed behaviors for 2-photon imaging also apply to non-optical recording methods that cannot be miniaturized to the degree required to enable head-mounted free behavior (~2-3.5 g in mice). Our approach extends to many of these methods because the large load-carrying capacity of the headpost frame, which remains static with respect to the mouses skull makes it possible to attach relatively heavy recording equipment to the mouse's head. Our current bearing and carrier system supports loads of ~1-2 kg, but larger drive motors and carriers should be able to scale to larger loads without significant changes to the basic operating principle of the method.
Our approach could therefore facilitate multiple patch-clamp recordings 73, [76] [77] [78] and next-generation silicon laminar probes 57, 72 (Janelia/IMEC, Neuropixels consortium). In both cases, the electrophysiology system could be driven from commercially available small form factor desktop computers (Intel NUC or similar) that can mount to the rotating headpost frame, powered by a battery and controlled via WiFi. Alternatively, a slip ring / commutator could be used to route ethernet data to and from the headpost frame. This method removes or simplifies the challenge to route the control signals and data through an electrical commutator.
Extensions to mouse-attached instrumentation. In the same way that electrophysiological recording equipment can be added to the rotating headpost, other instrumentation can also be attached. We have successfully tested a reward spout using a small solenoid valve, actuated via the same wireless link used for transmitting torque. Similarly, cameras for eye tracking, optogenetic stimulation LEDs, screens for visual stimulation 24 , odor delivery systems 96 , or tactile stimulators 97 can be mounted. This enables the use of the system in virtual foraging tasks and mixed visual/tactile tasks, as well as sensory control and experimental interventions comparable to those available for classical head-fixed experiments.
Enabling complex behavior in large arenas. Some behavioral choice tasks can be performed in relatively small behavior chambers 40, 43 , while some sensory decision making and navigation tasks require large arenas 98 . We have developed our head-rotation system using a variation of an existing 2-D air 'maze'/arena method 25, 26 , with the central modification being that our method does not rotate the arena itself. This significantly reduces the problems caused by the inertia of the rapidly spinning arena in current approaches 25, 26 , which will make it possible to use large arenas. Our prototype system uses a 25cm diameter floor plate, but diameters of up to 50cm should be possible. Additionally, because the system rotates the animal, and the arena only translates, it will be practically feasible to introduce reward ports and/or stimulus delivery systems. Lightweight reward ports can be attached to the arena and water/odorant/food delivery tubes can be left hanging from the arena to an overhead support, allowing motion of the arena. Similarly, tactile, visual, or odorant stimuli can be delivered through openings in the arena walls that the mouse can extend its head through, with the stimulus delivery system moved into position via a linear actuator. A similar system has been successfully integrated into a conventional air-maze system 26 . Our approach also allows the use of actively-actuated 2-D treadmills 99, 100 , or of ball systems that are actively (via motors 101 ) or passively (by rollers 24, 45 ) restrained from rotating around the vertical axis. The system also supports scaled-up headposts on a larger arena or treadmill for use in rats 45 or other rodents such as tree shrews [102] [103] [104] [105] . The downside of spherical treadmill systems is that the styrofoam balls provide less natural posture and locomotion than the flat arena and lack tactile feedback such as walls and additional maze elements 26, 89 . The upside of styrofoam ball systems over the flat arenas is that the virtual environment can be made arbitrarily large 19, 24 . In sum, we have developed an approach that allows mice to freely rotate their heads in the azimuthal plane and move in 2-D space under their own volition, maintaining rotational vestibular cues during 2-photon imaging. This approach will enable head-fixed studies of navigation, as well as other behaviors that are enabled or facilitated by allowing the animals to rotate their heads, that make use of 2-photon imaging and other recording methods that require head-fixation. This system therefore provides the ability to image using state-of-the-art imaging techniques as animals perform complex and naturalistic behaviors, with broad potential applications in systems neuroscience.
Methods:

Mechanical system
Headpost clamp: We used a slightly adapted standard headpost and clamp 85, 93 . The headpost clamp is engineered so it can be tightened or released with a single thumbscrew allowing easy insertion or removal of mice with one hand.
Strain gage frame: An aluminum frame connects the headpost clamp to an array of 2 strain gages (Phidgets Inc. load cells, See Fig.2 ) that are set up as an opposing pair to not register any forces other than torque around the rotation axis. The torque is measured via a battery powered instrumentation amplifier and transmitted via a wireless link (SparkFun RFM69) to the main micro-controller (Teensy 3.6).
Figure 8 | Overview of the subsystems of the method.
The system can be divided into two main components, the rotating headpost and the arena. A: Headpost system -The rotating headpost frame measures the torque applied by the mouse and can hold additional hardware. The static bridge frame holds the motor that rotates the headpost frame in accordance with the torque applied by the animal. B: Arena system -The floating arena moves freely but cannot rotate. The air table provides an air cushion for the arena, and tracks the animal's position within the arena. The arena could be equivalently replaced with a spherical treadmill 45 or potentially even a flat omnidirectional treadmill 100 .
Rotating frame: The strain gages are held in a rotating frame that is made from milled aluminum on a flat waterjet cut base plate (1/4" aluminum). This rotating frame also holds all rotating amplifiers, control electronics, wireless link, and a battery system. A rechargeable lithium ion external cell phone battery with ~5000mAh is used to power the microcontroller and amplifiers. The frame also includes a bearing carrier surface for a thin profile bearing (Kaydon K13008XNOK), and a sprocket ring for the drive belt.
Air maze system: The maze that the animals walk on needs to be translationally friction free and have low inertia 25, 26 , but cannot be allowed to rotate. The air maze itself is a circular, or otherwise shaped arena of ~25 cm diameter, that floats on an air cushion providing animals with the ability to walk without experiencing resistance. The air maze floor is made from carbon fiber sheet. Crucially, the air maze needs to be restricted from spinning on its own, so that all torques exerted by the animals are transferred to the headpost and can be compensated there. For this purpose, the arena has a protruding constraint pin that fits through a corresponding guide (precisely, a pair of guides, see Fig.9B ,C) on the constraint system shuttle, acting as a linear bearing: The guide pin can slide in and out of this bearing, allowing the arena to move in the x direction (Fig.9C) . In order to allow y-direction motion, the system measures the torque or angle with which the guide pin enters the bearing, and actively keeps the angle between the constraint shuttle and the guide pin at 90 degrees. The shuttle therefore constantly follows the arena in the y direction if the arena translated, but rotational torque does not move the shuttle and is absorbed by the rigid constraint system (Fig.9D) . Because the air maze does not rotate, electricity and signal wires can easily be routed through the guide pin, or by slack lightweight wires or tubes, and need no commutation. The motion of the arena is tracked with an IR LED driven by an adjustable current source 106 that is attached to the arena and is tracked with a pixy camera 107 . The air maze floats on an air cushion provided by a large air table made from two 30 x 30" sheets of clear acrylic, the top of which has a pattern of small holes drilled. The space between the acrylic sheets is pressurized with air from building utility air. A series of threaded rods tie the two sheets together to ensure that the distance between the acrylic plates stays constant despite the air pressure. 25, 26 , and prevented from changing its angle by the constraint system. The constraint system is attached at one side of the air table, the width of the system and the length of the guide pin are equal or larger than the desired x/y motion range, or the diameter of the maze. B: The constraint system is made up of a shuttle with two restraint rings (which act as linear bearings and allow the guide pin to slide in or out freely). The two restraints measure the angle at which the guide pin enters the shuttle, by means of an encoder (a strain gage can also be used here). The whole constraint shuttle can be moved laterally via a stepper motor on a toothed belt. The belt tension itself is sufficient to hold the shuttle in place, but an additional linear rail can be used if needed. C: When the mouse moves, the restraint system measures the resulting small angle change and stops the maze from rotating by keeping the restraint shuttle at the same angle to the maze. D: When the mouse applies torque instead of translational motion, the guide pin does not change the angle by which it enters the constraint shuttle. This causes no motion of the shuttle, which therefore resists the torque applied by the mouse.
Bridge frame and motor: The static bridge frame holds a bearing carrier surface for the main bearing, the base plate that forms the non-moving 'ceiling' that is seen by the animals, and can be covered with a mirrored surface or fitted with screens for display of a VR environment. The bridge frame also carries the drive motor and motor control electronics. The whole bridge frame can be tilted upwards, allowing easy insertion and removal of animals. The main microcontroller receives torque data from the rotating frame system at ~500 Hz and computes the required motor torque. The rotating frame is driven via a Gates GT2 belt from a brushless motor (Teknic Clearpath) mounted on one side of the bridge frame. The motor is controlled by a separate microcontroller via a simple PWM torque command. The microcontroller also reads the position of the motor encoder in order to track the heading of the mouse. The controller then sends this heading to the host PC via a stream of serial data.
Surgery
Mice (C57BL/6) were aged 8-15 weeks at the time of surgery. Animals were individually housed and maintained on a 12-h cycle. All experiments were conducted in accordance with the National Institutes of Health guidelines and with the approval of the Committee on Animal Care at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT). All surgeries were performed under aseptic conditions under stereotaxic guidance. Mice were anesthetized with isofluorane (2% induction, 0.75-1.25% maintenance in 1 l/min oxygen) and secured in a stereotaxic apparatus. A heating pad was used to maintain body temperature, additional heating was provided until fully recovered. The scalp was shaved, wiped with hair-removal cream and cleaned with iodine solution and alcohol. After intraperitoneal (IP) injection of dexamethasone (4 mg/kg), Carprofen (5mg/kg), subcutaneous injection of slow-release Buprenorphine (0.5 mg/kg), and local application of Lidocaine, the skull was exposed. For some mice, AAV was injected as described. The skull was cleaned with ethanol, and a base of adhesive luting cement (C&B Metabond) was applied.
Chronic headpost and imaging window implants were performed over central midline cortex. 4 to 6 injections of ~50nl each of AAV2/1-hSyn-GCaMP6f (HHMI/Janelia Farm, GENIE Project; ~10^12 viral molecules per ml) 87 , were made bilaterally, around 0.3-0.6mm from the midline at depths of ~500μm. Mice were given 2 weeks to recover and for virus expression before the start of recordings. A 3 mm craniotomy was drilled, virus was injected, and a cranial window 85, 108 'plug' was made by stacking two 3 mm coverslips (Deckgläser, #0 thickness (~0.1 mm); Warner; CS-3R) under a 5mm coverslip (Warner; CS-5R), using optical adhesive (Norland Optical #71). The plug was inserted into the craniotomy and the edges of the larger glass were sealed with Vetbond (3M) and cemented in place. The dura was left intact.
Chronic drive implants were performed identically to the window implants, but instead of a 3mm craniotomy for a glass window, a 2mm craniotomy was drilled ~2mm lateral and ~0.5mm anterior of the transverse sinus. A durotomy was performed, and tetrode drives 56 were implanted and fixated with dental cement.
Data processing
All data were acquired at a frame rate of 9-11Hz using a 2-photon microscope with a combined resonant scanner/galvo system (Neurolabware, Los Angeles, CA). Imaging was performed with an excitation wavelength of 980nm. The rotation of the animal was read out from the drive motor's encoder at a frequency of 500Hz and was saved together with the imaging data.
Figure 10 | Correction of angle-dependent brightness changes. A:
Uneven image brightness leads to angle-dependent changes in ROI brightness. B: Method for correcting these angle-dependent brightness changes. For each ROI and for each angle, a F0 is estimated by computing the 20 th percentile of the ROI fluorescence. This method is analogous to the standard method for computing F0, but is applied over angles rather than over time. B: The resulting lookup-table predicts F0 from the current angle. The example trace shows that the resulting F0 predictions tracks the baseline fluorescence well, and that the brightness modulation over the full range of rotations is well below the amplitude of the calcium transients. C: Resulting ΔF/F0 for the example ROI (black) and same trace when a static F0 is used (blue). In this example, no additional time-varying F0 is used.
De-rotation:
The imaging data recorded while the animal rotates is itself rotated relative to the scan system of the microscope, and therefore distorted. The distortion results from the fact that the image acquisition is not instantaneous, so that the top line of a frame will be acquired at a different time, and possibly at a different angle of rotation, from the bottom line (Fig.4A) . In mild cases this results in an apparent curving of the image, theoretically it can lead to parts of the field of view getting imaged twice per frame. We have developed a computational method for correcting these distortions. The method works by computing the 'forward' model of the distortion by generating a map of the x and y distortions per pixel by recapitulating the scan using the true scan speed and the measured animal rotation for each image line. The resulting distorted x/y positions of each original x/y pixel are then used to reverse the deformation (Fig.4B-D) . After this correction step, images are processed with a standard motion correction pipeline 82, 83, 109 . After motion correction, ROIs of individual cells and dendrite segments are identified manually using custom software and ΔF/F0 traces are computed.
Correction of uneven illumination:
If the illumination of the FOV is not completely even, due to small deviations of the laser alignment from the objective or rotation axes, or non-uniform back-aperture illumination of the objective, rotation of the animal will bring imaged structures in and out of areas of higher or lower brightness. In our data, this effect accounted for only ~10-20% of ROI brightness for ROIs near the center of the field of view, approximately the center 50% of max FOV. To resolve this artefact we adapted the method typically used for correction of baseline fluorescence 87 : Typically, for each ROI, a baseline fluorescence F0 is computed as the 2-15 th percentile of either all fluorescence data for a session, a pre-stimulus period, or in a moving window of a minute or more. This F0 is then used as a baseline and the time series ΔF/F0 is used for subsequent analyses. Here, we used a similar method, but F0 is computed not over time, but across angles (Fig.10B) by computing a quantile for each angle. On our experiments, this simple approach sufficiently corrected the angle dependent brightness changes (Fig.10B,C) . No neuropil correction or F0 correction other than this static correction for rotation was applied to the traces.
